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Bowling Green State University 
Communicated by R. Cuppens 
A description of the class of semistable measures on a real separable Hilbert 
space is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a real separable Hilbert space with inner product (e, .) and 53 
the u-field generated by the class of open subsets of X. If p and v are probability 
measures on 2 we write TV * v for the convolution of p and v and for every posi- 
tive number a and every probability measure p on X we set 
T&(E) = p(dq, EE9. 
Let pn denote the n-fold convolution of p with itself and 6, denote the probability 
measure concentrated (degenerate) at x E &‘. A probability measure TV on 2 
is called stable if for every positive integer n there exists a positive constant b, 
and a vector a, E X such that 
Let v be a probability measure on 39. Suppose there exists a sequence of posi- 
tive constants {ZJ,} and a sequence of elements a, E ~‘8 such that Ta,vn * 6, 
converges weakly to a probability measure p on 8. It is well known (Kuma; 
and Mandrekar [2] that stable measures and only stable measure appear as 
limits. Suppose, however, that the parameter sequence II in T,,%v* * San does 
not run through all natural numbers but through some subsequence {nj}. Then 
we say that v belongs to the domain of partial uttra&im of p. In this note we 
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investigate the class ‘2I of limiting measures of the sequence {Ta,,,v”i * aa,,} 
when the (ni} satisfy the conditions 
n5 -c %+I , jZ1 
lim n,+&z, = r > 1, 
(2) 
I < co. 
Following Kruglov [ 1] we call members of ‘$I semistable. It is clear that ‘2l con- 
tains the class of all stable measures on &‘. It follows from the general theory 
that % is a subclass of the class of all infinitely divisible (id.) probability measures 
on A?. (See Parthasarathy [3, p. 1991.) 
2. RESULTS 
Let v be a probability measure on 28 with Fourier transform 5. That is, for 
all y E A? 
P(Y) = s, e”(Y**> dv(x). 
LEMMA 1. Let (n& be a sequence of integers satzk&ing (2) and suppose there 
exists a sequence of real numbers {b,}, b, > 0 and a sequence of elements a,, E 2’ 
such thut T v”j * 6 3 p where p is a nondegenerate probability meaSllre on g. 
Then 3 satt$es the &ctional equation 
p(y) = p+(by) ei<d*g), YE* (3) 
wheredE&andO <b < lfotr > 1 and@isstableifr = 1. 
Proof. 
Note that 
For convenience we write bni = bj , ani = aj and hnj = Tbjvaj * Saj . 
y  E&’ 
Since X,j * TV we have 
lim L,(Y) = P(Y), j-m YES?. 
We study separately the cases: r > 1 and r = 1. 
Case 1: r > 1. In this case, we can write 
$‘j+l(bzly) ei<Qj+lvV> = $nj(nj+ll”j)(b;!ly) ed<aj+~sY>e 
On the otherhand 
(4) 
(5) 
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It follows ([3], p. 59) that there exist an infinite subsequence {f} and elements 
dif E .% such that 
;"qb,:,y) e+*yj + t)(y) 
where r+4 is the Fourier transform of a probability measure on 8. In view of 
Theorem 1.5 of [2] we conclude that # is of form 
t)(y) = ei’do’“‘/Z(by), y  EA@ 
where 6 > 0 and do EZ or 1 I/ 1 = 1. S ince p is nondegenerate we note that 
1 I/ / # 1. We take the limits on both sides of (5) with respect to the subsequence 
{j,) and conclude that 4 satisfies the functional equation (3). 
Next we show that 0 < b < 1. Clearly b > 0. Suppose that b = 1. Then 
a(y) = p(y) ei(d*y>, YES 
so that 1 P(y)] = 1 f  or all y  E 2. Thus b # 1. Suppose that b > 1. Then 
it follows from (3) that 
I PvJ-‘Y>l G I at Y)l 
and by iteration we have for any n > 1 
I iwSY)I G I P(Y)l* 
Taking the limit as n + co we see that I k(y)] = 1 which contradicts 
the assumption that p is nondegenerate. Hence 0 < b < 1. 
Now we show that 
(7) 
In fact for some subsequence {f} let bj,/bj,+, + c. We note that 0 < c < 00 
since otherwise if c = 0 or c = 00 then I $ I = 1. Proceeding exactly as in the 
proof of (3) we obtain 
a(y) = p’(q) eicd’*@ 
for some d’ E &‘. This implies that 
IrizWl = IPWL YE.%. 
We conclude that b = c since otherwise I p(y)] = 1 for y  E Z contrary to our 
hypothesis. It follows that {bi/bjtl} ’ b is ounded and has a unique limit point b. 
This proves (7). 
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Case 2: Y = 1. In this case we show that p is stable. Let a, 0 < a < 1. 
Select a subsequence n,(,) of n, such that 
ni(5) < nj and 
Proceeding as above replacing n5+l by n, by nnzcj) we obtain for every a, 0 < a < 1 
jP( y) = P(b(a) y) ei’d(a)*y’, YES 
where b(a) > 0 and d(a) E H. Let R be a positive integer. Set a = l/K. After 
some elementary computations we see that 
[ji( y)]” = fi(bl, y) eicdL*“, y  e 2+P (8) 
where b; > 0 and d; E X. Since (8) holds for every positive integer K and all 
y  E 2 we conclude from (1) that $ is the Fourier transform of a stable measure. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We now describe the class of i.d. Fourier transforms which satisfy (3). We 
recall [3, p. 1811 that the Fourier transform of an i.d. probability measure p 
on @ has the representation 
In a(y) = i(a, y) - k (Sy, y) + $, [e’@@ - 1 - i(x’y’ ] dM(x) 
1 + II x II2 
(9) 
where M is a a-finite measure on @ with finite mass outside every neighborhood 
of the origin satisfying M(0) = 0 and ~~sz,,~l 11 x (I2 dM(x) < co, a E &’ and S 
is an S-operator on Z. Moreover, the above representation is unique. 
THEOREM 2. A complex-valued function q on 2 is the Fourier transform 
of a semistable probability measure on B if and only if it satisfies one of the following 
conditions : 
(i) v  is the Fourier transform of a stable probability measure on 6@ with 
exponent p, 0 < /3 < 2. 
(ii) r,~ is the Fourier transform of h Gaussian probability measure on S?. 
(iii) The L&y spectral-measure M occurring in the representation of q~ 
satis$es the equation 
M(b-‘E) = b=M(E) (10) 
whereO<a<<,O<b<1andEE3Y,O$E. 
Proof. Necessity. Let q be the Fourier transform of a semistable probability 
measure t.~ on .GY. In view of Lemma 1 we know that q = $ is stable if Y = 1 
and if Y  > 1 then p satisfies the functional equation (3). Let us set 1F, = In 9. 
Then for y  E & 
4(y) 7 Mby) + iMy>. (11) 
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On the other hand from (9) we get 
#(y) = i(a, y) - ‘2 (Sy, y) + s, I@- - I - +gg#M(s) (12) 
Then in view of (11) and (12) we have for y E A? 
so that 
<SY,Y) = Yb2cTY,Y>. (13) 
We first consider the S # 0 case. In this case there exists a y0 E z?, y0 # 0 
such that (Sy,, , y,,) # 0 and in view of (13) it follows that rb2 = 1 orb = I/Y’/~. 
Let N > 1 be an integer. Iterating (11) we have for y E 2 and some cN E &’ 
4(Y) = YN#(bNY) + +-N ,Y> 
= YN$h(Y-N/2y) + i(cN , y) 
so that 
y-N#(yN’2Y> = #(Y) + e; , Y> 
for some c;V E 2. Letting N -+ co and noting that 
$2 y-Nt4yN’?Y) = -iwY, Y> 
we see that lim N+m CX = c, exists and moreover for y E Z 
#(Y) = Gl9 Y> - B<SY, Y>* (14) 
It follows therefore that v is the Fourier transform of a Gaussian probability 
measure on 3 with mean vector co E H and with covariance operator S. 
Next we consider the S = 0 case. In this case clearly M + 0. In view of the 
uniqueness of the representation it follows easily that M satisfies the relation 
M(E) = YM(zrlE), EEL%', O$E (15) 
where Y > 1 and 0 < b < 1. Let a! be the unique solution of rba = 1 so that 
(Y = ---In r/In b > 0. We can rewrite (15) in the form 
M(b-'E) = b%?(E) (16) 
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which is (10). N owweshowthatO<or<2.1fa!=2thenrb2=1andwecan 
show as above that (14) holds so that M z 0. Therefore a! # 2 if M $ 0. 
Next suppose that (Y > 2. First we show that 
M(xE2P: 1 < jjX]I <b-l) > 0. 
Iterating (16) N times we obtain 
M(E) = b-W(b-W) = b+M(b-NE). (17) 
Suppose that M(1 < 11 x (1 < 6-l) = 0. Then in view of (17) M(b+ < 11 x /( ,< 
/Y-r} = 0 for all N 2 1. Hence M(lj x 1) > I> = 0. Similarly using (16) we 
conclude that M{b < 11 x I/ 6 l> = 0 and also that M{O < (I x (1 < l} = 0. 
Therefore M E 0 which is a contradiction. Hence 
M{l < /I X/I d b-i} > 0. (18) 
Now 
>, 5 W-N~M{x e.zY: 1 < 11 x II < b-1) 
N=l 
in view of (17). Thus 
s Kllzllsl 11 x II2 dM(x) >, M{l < /I x (I < b-l} f kN(ol-2) = 00 N=l 
in view of (18) and the fact that 0 < b < 1 and (Y > 2. This contradicts the 
fact that M appearing in (9) satisfies ~,,<llsll~:l 11 x iI2 dM(x) < 0~). Hence 
o<ci<2. 
Sufficiency. We need only show that if the Levy spectral-measure M occuring 
in the representation of 4~ satisfies (10) for some r > 1 and 0 < b < 1 then F 
is the Fourier transform of a semistable measure on A?. It is easy to see that v 
satisfies 
q(y) = qF(by) eicd*“, YES 
for some d E Z and 0 < 6 < 1. Iterating N times we obtain 
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for some dN E X and every N > 1. It follows that 
where [x] is the largest integer \<x and therefore that q~ is the Fourier transform 
of a semistable measure on X. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Note added in proof. It has just come to our attention that essentially similar results 
have been obtained by A. Kumar in Semistable measures on a Hilbert space, j. MuEvar. 
Analysis 6 (1976), 309-318, but by a different approach. 
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